The Vermont Italian Cultural Association and the Italian Program of the Department of Romance Languages and Linguistics at the University of Vermont are pleased to invite you to

The Echo Chamber of Humanity

Cultural Heritage and Venice, Italy in the 21st Century

A talk by

Andrew John-Christopher Nucatola

Tuesday, January 29th, 2019
6:00pm, 427 Waterman

In 2018, World Heritage sites and cultural landscapes from the Dolomites to the Venetian Lagoon suffered from archaic methods of conservation management. The beloved art and architecture of Venice is at risk of disappearing - but the greatest loss of cultural heritage may be within you.

Andrew John-Christopher Nucatola is a Sicilian-American independent scholar and recipient of a VICA Scholarship from New York City. As a stonemason-philosopher he has restored Brownstone churches in Brooklyn, Renaissance statues in Italy and has planted new gardens at the Hopi Indian Reservation in Arizona.

All are welcome!

Questions?
Please contact contact antonello.borra@uvm.edu
or call (802) 656-3576
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